
Chemistry Timeline 
John Dalton: 
Dates: Born: 1766, Died: 1844 
Nationality: British 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: John Dalton discovered that everything is made of small particles 
called atoms, and atoms cannot be created, destroyed or divided. He also discovered that atoms of the 
same element are identical but are different from atoms of other elements and that compounds get 
created when different atoms join in fixed proportions.  

https://sciencepediablog.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/dalton_atomictheory-
e1453320561241.jpg?w=882. 
Picture: 

 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/John_Dalton_by_Charles_Turner.jpg. 
Technology Available at that Time: He used the balance, pieces of chemistry glassware, and a 
manometer. He also used microscopes and an older version of The Periodic Table. 
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J.J. Thomson: 
Dates: Born: 1856, Died: 1940 
Nationality: British 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: He discovered that all currents are made of negatively charged 
particles, AKA electrons, which he interpreted to mean that atoms must contain those particles. His 
hypothesis was that atoms must contain even smaller particles. He created a model of the atom with 
the electrons stuck in the atom, but this was changed by a different scientist to create the model we 
have today. 

 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Plum_pudding_atom.svg/1024px-
Plum_pudding_atom.svg.png.  

Picture: https://cdn.britannica.com/s:300x300/65/198265-004-
3B11935C.jpg. 
Technology Available at that Time: He used gas discharge tubes and vacuum tubes as well as 
microscopes. 
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MA:https://previews.123rf.com/images/petkov/petkov1501/petkov150100015/35838701-old-vacuum-
tube-isolated-on-the-white-background.jpg. 
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Ernest Rutherford: 
Dates: Born: 1871, Died: 1937. 
Nationality: New Zealander 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: He designed an experiment to probe inside atoms. He took a thin 
sheet of gold and exposed it to a stream of high speed positive alpha particles, which acted like tiny 
bullets. He placed a detector screen around the gold so that every time an alpha particle hit the screen it 
would become visible. His experiment showed that most of the alpha particles went through the gold 
without getting affected, and this was expected. However, some particles rebounded from the foil and 
this was the discovery of the nucleus, a small dense center of the atom. This allowed Rutherford and us 
to look inside the atom for the first time. Later, he discovered that there were two particles inside an 
atom, positive protons and neutral neutrons.  

 https://qph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-
qimg-919ee69044146dadb219df107af92f9a.  

Picture:  
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/de/Ernest_Rutherford_1908.jpg/220px-
Ernest_Rutherford_1908.jpg 
Technology Available at that Time: He used florescent screens made of zinc, a particle emitter and gold 
foil. 
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https://i.ytimg.com/vi/z55566ep0Hg/maxresdefault.jpg. 

Niels Bohr: 
Dates: Born: 1885, Died: 1962. 
Nationality: Danish 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: He studied the regions surrounding the nucleus. He studies the 
light released by gaseous samples of atoms. He hypothesized that electrons surround the nucleus in 
different levels of energy (AKA shells or orbits) – this meant that each electron has a specific amount of 
energy. Neon lights are an example of this and is proof that electrons have different energy levels and 
jump back and forth between them. 

 
https://d1ox703z8b11rg.cloudfront.net/uploads_image/b0cc43ac-dfb1-4770-893e-
e259eb5bce07/26e308c894b560aa4a0f4190e8477b40.jpeg 
Picture: 

 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/5e/Niels_Bohr_Date_Unverified_LOC.jpg/1
70px-Niels_Bohr_Date_Unverified_LOC.jpg 
Technology Available at that Time: He used a microscope and neon lights. 
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 https://www.dhresource.com/0x0s/f2-albu-g5-M01-C6-C7-
rBVaI1mMAj-ABqBvAAJj_ITdOzU775.jpg/new-20x16-lightning-bolt-acrylic-panel-neon.jpg. 

Isaac Newton: 
Dates: Born: 1643, Died: 1727 
Nationality: British 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: Isaac Newton created a modern perspective on atoms and 
interatomic forces. He realized that heat is the motion of molecules and heat is created when a 
molecules potential energy is translated into kinetic energy as they move together. His laws of motion 
also state the following: all objects will continue to move in a straight line forever, unless there is a force 
that stops it or changes its direction, force equals mass times acceleration, and for every action there is 
an equal and opposite re-action.  

 
http://sbt.blob.core.windows.net/storyboards/maliahanif/newton-s-laws-of-motion-comic-strip.png. 
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Picture:  
https://spectator.imgix.net/content/uploads/2017/09/newton.jpg?auto=compress,enhance,format&cro
p=faces,entropy,edges&fit=crop&w=820&h=550 
Technology Available at that Time: He used telescopes and prisms, as well as eating apples. 

 https://s.hswstatic.com/gif/newton-inventions-8.jpg.  
Sources: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Isaac-Newton, 
http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu/classes/252/atoms.html, https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-
12/airplane/newton.html, https://science.howstuffworks.com/innovation/famous-inventors/5-isaac-
newton-inventions10.htm,  

Robert Boyle: 
Dates: Born: 1627, Died: 1691 
Nationality: Anglo-Irish 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: He discovered that the volume of gas changes by the amount of 
pressure applied to the gas. He also discovered that sound does not pass through a vacuum. He also 
defined elements as simple substances that could not be broken down into any other substance. He had 
created a definition for elements, so he set out looking for elements, but decided that no true ones had 
been discovered yet.  
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https://www.famousscientists.org/images1/robert-boyles-law.png. 
Picture:  

 https://www.historyireland.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Robert-Boyle.jpg. 
Technology Available at that Time: He used a vacuum pump, vacuum tubes, different types of gases 
and mercury.  

 https://www.famousscientists.org/images1/robert-boyle-hookes-vacuum-pump.png. 
Sources: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Robert-Boyle, 
https://www.sciencehistory.org/historical-profile/robert-boyle, 
https://www.famousscientists.org/robert-boyle/,  

Antoine Lavoisier: 
Dates: Born: 1743, Died: 1794 
Nationality: French 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: He discovered carbon by realizing that there was no difference in 
weight if he burned a diamond or a piece of charcoal. He discovered the role that the element Oxygen 
has in combustion by burning mercury oxide and realizing that it released oxygen. He also discovered 
that oxygen makes up 20% of the air and was important for breathing. Another of his discoveries was 
that combustion and respiration are the same. He also discovered the element of sulfur by making 
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experiments that showed it could not be broken down. Another of his discoveries was that water is not 
an element because it can be created by burning hydrogen and oxygen. 

http://www.saburchill.com/HOS/chemistry/images/090517001.jpg 
Picture: 

 https://alphahistory.com/frenchrevolution/wp-
content/uploads/2015/04/alavoisier.jpg. 
Technology Available at that Time: He used magnifying glasses, a distiller, bell jars, and flasks.  

 https://st3.depositphotos.com/3200723/15200/i/1600/depositphotos_152009448-stock-
photo-old-laboratory-flask-with-ground.jpg.  
Sources: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Antoine-Laurent-Lavoisier, 
https://www.famousscientists.org/antoine-lavoisier/,  

Marie Curie: 
Dates: Born: 1867, Died: 1934 
Nationality: Polish 
Theory or Contribution to Chemistry: She isolated different substances by chemical reactions to 
discover the elements Polonium and Radium as well discovering that Radium could help destroy 
tumorous cells. She also created the word “radioactivity” after she discovered that certain elements 
were radioactive. She discovered radioactive decay which is when an unstable nucleus loses its energy. 
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https://media.proprofs.com/images/QM/user_images/2236918/1523504425.jpg.  
Picture: 

 https://encrypted-
tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSVQ70HLUZu_2dzHRRuOq225OAd0MZ_dV5PY12MJlctgij1hTSM
3Q:https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/7e/Marie_Curie_c1920.jpg/220px-
Marie_Curie_c1920.jpg. 
Technology Available at that Time: She used her husband’s electrometer and balances. 

 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/5/57/Lord_Kelvin_quadrant_electrometer_engraving.jpg.  
Sources: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Marie-Curie, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marie_Curie, https://www.sciencehistory.org/historical-profile/marie-
sklodowska-curie.  
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